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A sophisticated model of the foundation pit support structure was developed
via a model test that incorporated 3D printing technology. A meticulously
scaled-down simulation of foundation pit excavation was conducted, utilizing
the excavation width of the foundation pit as the sole variable, to evaluate
and compare the impact of various foundation pit widths on the force and
deformation characteristics of the foundation pit following layer-by-layer
excavation. The findings indicate that the stress and deformation characteristics
of the retaining structure shift from the “cantilever” mode to a composite
mode of “internally convex” or “concave-convex” as the pit is excavated and
internal support is installed. The change in pit width has minimal influence
on the mechanical response law of the support structure during excavation.
Nonetheless, the alteration in the pit width had a direct effect on both the
internal force and deformation of the support structure, as well as the change in
surface settlement value. In the experiment, wider pits had monitoring values
that increased multiple times compared to narrower pits. The width of the
foundation pit has a considerable impact on the mechanical response and
stability of the pit, which is evident in the relatively lower lateral earth pressure on
the outside of the retaining structure in narrower pits. This results in less stress
and deformation of the pit structure. Moreover, the decrease in the passive zone
of the pit contributes to better stability, indicating that the lower lateral earth
pressure on the outside of the retaining structure is an innate reason for the
excellent stability of narrower pits.

KEYWORDS

foundation pit width, 3D printing technology, model test, deformation characteristics,
mechanical response, stability

1 Introduction

Numerous engineering practices have demonstrated significant differences
in the stability and failure modes of foundation pits of varying widths.
Narrow foundation pits exhibit relatively small deformations and less frequent
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kicking phenomena. The existing calculation methods for different
foundation pit widths, especially narrow foundation pit, cannot
match the engineering practice (Li L. et al., 2022). This leads to
overly conservative design of the foundation pit.With the emergence
of foundation pit projects of different width types will inevitably
cause a lot of unnecessary waste. Exploring the influence of
foundation pit width effect on the deformation characteristics and
stability of foundation pit has become the focus of engineering
researchers.

At present, many scholars have carried out research related to
the effect of pit width on the mechanical response and stability
of pits using numerical simulation, theoretical calculation analysis
and physical model test. There have been a lot of research results
about numerical simulation (Faheem et al., 2004; Orazalin et al.,
2015; Ying et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2019; He et al.,
2020; He et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2023), for
example, Ying et al. (2018) conducted a numerical simulation of
deep pits with different widths to obtain the distribution law of
potential uplift slip crack surface at the bottom of pits. Zeng et al.
(2019) conducted numerical simulations to study the impact of
different pit widths on the mechanical behavior of retaining walls
and surrounding soil. There are also some relevant results in the
theoretical analysis (Wang and Sun, 2012; Liu et al., 2020; Xu et al.,
2016; Xu et al., 2023), for example, Wang and Sun (2012) derived
a method for calculating of the earth pressure reduction factor on
the enclosure structure that can consider the influence of pit width.
Liu et al. (2020) used an analytical method to compare the force
and deformation characteristics of the enclosure wall under different
excavation width conditions.

In the field of physical model experimental research, there are
fewer relevant studies using pit width or width-to-depth ratio as
a single variable, but there are still a large number of relevant 1 g
normal gravity pit model tests (Chen et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2023;
Wang et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2021; Wang et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2024) and centrifugal model tests (Hu et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2022) available. For example, Chen et al. (2021) studied
the coordinated deformation characteristics among the internal
support, retaining wall and soil behind the wall by designing a 1 g
normal gravity model test with a scalable internal support system.
Hu et al. (2018) conducted centrifugal model experiments using a
deep excavation pit as a background to explore the impact of factors
such as pit length and excavation depth on the mechanical response
law of the pit.

For the numerical simulation research, there are problems in
selecting appropriate models and parameters due to the unclear
damage pattern of the pit when the pit width changes. Theoretical
analysis is often constrained by the assumptions set. Compared with
other researchmethods, physical model testing is better at reflecting
the fundamental influence law when considering only the pit width
variable. Among the physical model tests, the 1 g normal gravity
model test has clear advantages over the centrifugal test regarding
operability, such as the stepwise excavation and filling of the pit. In
this paper, the 1 g normal gravity physical modeling test is used to
investigate the influence of pit width on the mechanical behavior
and stability of the pit after excavation layer by layer at the same
pit excavation depth, in order to provide theoretical guidance and
reference for relevant engineering applications.

2 Model test program

2.1 The application feasibility of 3D printing
technology

3D printing is a rapid prototyping technology that constructs
objects by printing layer by layer with adhesive materials, based on
3D digital models. This technique offers several advantages in the
field of civil engineering testing, particularly in the production of
structural models (Jiang and Song, 2018; Zuo et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2020; Li Z.et al., 2022; Liu, 2022; Han et al., 2023):

(1) With a processing accuracy of up to 0.1 mm–0.2 mm, 3D
printing offers high molding accuracy, and even considering
the deformation caused by uneven heat dissipation during
printing, the resulting model can meet the accuracy
requirements of model testing;

(2) The forming process is highly controllable and only needs to
build the digital structure model, which needs to be printed,
can easily realize the complex model making, which is difficult
to realize by traditional methods;

(3) 3D printing materials are diverse, the mechanical parameters
of different materials have large differences, and the physical
and mechanical properties of printed products cover a wide
range of parameters, which makes the mechanical properties
of 3D printed products can basically meet the needs of civil
engineering model testing.

3D printed material products can be broadly classified into
“rock-like products” and “elastomeric material-like products”
according to their mechanical properties (Li et al., 2020). In the
design of foundation pits, the support structure should be in the
elastic-plastic stage. Existing 3D printing materials exhibit elastic-
plastic characteristics in their initial deformation, with a maximum
strain in the elastic stage greater than 0.2% (Jiang and Song, 2018),
which can meet the demand of the deformation characteristics
of the foundation pit support structure in the model test
simulation.

2.2 Test model and material parameters

The test model box size is 1.6 m × 1.2 m × 0.56 m (length
× height × width), the test box shape is rectangular, the model
box frame is made of square steel welding, the internal is acrylic
plate box without top cover, the test system is shown in Figure 1.
The geometric similarity ratio between the test model and the
actual project is 1: 50, the excavation depth of the pit is 40 cm,
and the burial depth of the ground-connection wall is 56 cm.
3D printing technology is introduced to produce the pit support
structure, and the pit support structure, including the underground
diaphragm wall, internal support and waist beam, are all load-
bearing components in the test. According to the stress-strain
characteristics of commonly used printingmaterials (Li et al., 2020),
and considering the geometric similarity ratio of the model test,
the pit support structure is selected as ABS material, the relevant
material parameters are shown in Table 1. The size of the retaining
wall is 56 cm × 56 cm, the thickness is 20 mm. As shown in
Figures 2A,B, the retaining wall and beam are bonded using AB
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FIGURE 1
Foundation pit model experiment system.

TABLE 1 Physical and mechanical parameters of ABS printing materials used in the experiment.

Material Elastic modulus (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa) Flexural strength (MPa) Printing deviation (%)

Simulated material 2,178–2,222 47 67 0.3

glue, and buckles are set between the inner support of each layer
and the retaining wall, then the inner support can be applied
directly on the buckles after the excavation of the foundation
pit. It is worth pointing out that some of the displacement
gauges in existing studies are directly erected on the model box
without considering the influence of the deformation and vibration
of the model box on the displacement gauges. To avoid this
influence, as shown in Figures 2A,C special displacement gauges
bracket is designed and welded in this test, which is independent
of the model box system to accurately monitor the surface
displacement.

To accurately simulate the excavation process of an actual
foundation pit, a layer of internal support is immediately installed
for every layer of soil excavated from the pit. There are a total of
four layers of internal support, with a vertical spacing of 10 cm
between each layer, the first layer and the third layer of internal
support for concrete support, each layer of concrete support set
three. The second layer and the fourth layer of internal support for
steel support, each layer of steel support set five, steel support cross-
sectional size of 10 mm × 10 mm, concrete support cross-sectional
size of 20 mm × 20 mm, the solid model of the foundation pit after
excavation as shown in Figure 2D.

This experiment was conducted under 1 g normal gravity
conditions and aimed to investigate the influence and mechanism
of the pit width on the mechanical response and stability of

the pit. The experiment is not intended to provide reference
for the design, construction, or deformation prediction of
any specific project. Therefore, the geological conditions were
simplified. Homogeneous sand soil was used as the soil in the
experiment, and its physical andmechanical parameters are detailed
in Table 2.

2.3 Arrangement of testing points

During the experiment, real-time monitoring was carried out
on the stress and deformation of the pit support structure, surface
settlement behind the wall, and soil pressure behind the wall. The
layout of the monitoring points can be seen in Figure 3. Six pairs
of strain gauges (01–06) were installed on the right side of the
retaining structure, and three pairs of strain gauges (07–18) were
installed on each layer of internal support, located in the middle and
outermost support positions. Ten CJLY-350 strain-type miniature
soil pressure boxes (501–510) were installed on the inner and outer
sides of the left retaining structure. Capacitance grid displacement
transducers (with an accuracy of 0.001 mm) were installed 10 cm,
25 cm, and 40 cm away from the outer edge of the retaining
structure to monitor ground displacement (101–103), as shown in
Figure 2D, the displacement measuring point is arranged 25 mm
× 25 mm rigid PVC sheet, with the micrometer probe in contact
with the sheet.
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FIGURE 2
Solid drawing and displacement meter layout of each component of foundation pit: (A) Internal support. (B) Retaining wall and buckle arrangement. (C)
Layout of displacement meter. (D) Model diagram after foundation pit excavation.

TABLE 2 Physical and mechanical parameters of sand used in the experiment.

Parameter Specific
gravity

Mean
diameter

Coefficient
of

uniformity

Maximum
void ratio

Minimum
void ratio

Peak
friction
angle (°)

Simulated
material

2.67 0.23 2.25 0.85 0.43 33.5

2.4 Test process and test conditions

During the experiment, the pit enclosure was assembled using
AB glue bonding, and strain gauges and soil pressure boxes were
installed. The assembled pit enclosure was placed in the model
box, and the testing system was activated. The soil was then
filled and compacted layer by layer, and the displacement meter
was installed after the soil backfill was completed. Once the
testing system data stabilized, the strain gauges and displacement
meter were zeroed for the corresponding testing channel. The
stable strain value of the soil pressure box testing channel was
recorded as the initial value of the soil pressure box reading. The
excavation of the foundation pit and erection of the internal support
consisted of nine construction steps, as shown in Table 3 and
Figure 4 from Step 1 to Step 9.

In the case of ensuring the depth of the foundation pit
unchanged, as shown in Figure 5, a total of three sets of scale model
tests with different foundation pit widths were set up.The geometric
similarity ratio of the test is 1: 50. The widths of the foundation

pit of Group A, Group B and Group C were 16 cm, 30 cm and
40 cm, respectively; that is, the corresponding actual foundation pit
widths were 8 m, 15 m and 20 m, and the corresponding width-
depth ratios were 0.40, 0.75 and 1.00, respectively. The support
structure and stratum parameters were the same in the three groups
of tests except for the width of the pit. The buried depth of the
center of the four internal support sections is 3 cm, 13 cm, 23 cm and
33 cm, respectively. The specific test group and working conditions
are shown in Table 3.

3 Test results

3.1 Characteristics of deep horizontal
displacement of enclosure structure

The curvature radius and curvature arc angle of the measuring
point are calculated according to the strain difference between
the inner and outer sides of the measuring point of the retaining
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FIGURE 3
Layout of measuring points.

structure.The curvature radius ρr and curvature arc angle θ are given
as Eq. 1 and Eq. (2),

ρr = h/(ε1 − ε2) (1)

θ = l/ρr (2)

dx = −ρr(1− cos θ) (3)

Where h is the thickness of the retaining structure, (ε1 − ε2) is the
strain difference between the inner and outer strain gauges, and l is
the arc length corresponding to the curvature arc angle θ.

Assuming the displacement of the bottom of the retaining
structure is 0, the horizontal displacement dx of the measuring
point of the retaining structure is calculated as Eq. 3. The top of
the retaining structure is taken as the origin of the longitudinal
axis, and the deformation of the retaining structure to the inside
of the foundation pit is positive. As shown in Figure 6, the spline
curve is used to draw the deep horizontal displacement curve of
the retaining structure. It should be noted that the purpose of
this experiment is to explore the influence of the width of the
foundation pit on the deformation characteristics and stability of the
foundation pit. It does not rely on a practical project, so the follow-
up test results are analyzed by the actual monitoring results in the
model test.

Figures 6A–C show the deep horizontal displacement curve of
the retaining structure under different foundation pit widths, and

the step in Figure 6 is the construction step. It can be seen from
Figure 6 that the deformation mode of the retaining structure under
different foundation pit widths is similar. The retaining structure
presents a “cantilever” deformation mode when the inner support
is not erected. With the erection of the inner support and the
soil excavation in the pit, the deformation mode changes from the
“cantilever” when the inner support is not erected after excavation
to the “internally convex” composite deformation mode. At the
same time, with the excavation of the soil in the pit and the
erection of the internal support, the horizontal displacement of the
enclosure structure in different test groups increases continuously,
and the position of themaximumhorizontal displacement continues
to move downward. After the final excavation, the maximum
horizontal displacement is located at the excavation depth of
about 33 cm.

Figure 6D shows a comparison of the deep horizontal
displacement of the retaining structures for the different test
groups after excavation was completed. With the excavation of
the soil and the erection of the internal support, the horizontal
displacement of the retaining structures in the different test groups
continued to increase, and the location of the maximum horizontal
displacement gradually moved downward. After the excavation was
completed and stabilized, the maximum horizontal displacements
of the retaining structures in groups A, B, and C were 0.82 mm,
1.24 mm, and 1.50 mm, respectively. Compared to Group C, the
maximum horizontal displacement of the retaining structure in
Group B decreased by 17.3%, while the maximum horizontal
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TABLE 3 Experimental groups and condition setting.

Test group
(width of

foundation pit)

Working
condition

(Construction
step)

Excavation
depth (cm)

Specific
conditions

Test Group A (16 cm)

Step 1 3 Excavate to the first
support

Step 2 3 Install the first inner
support

Step 3 13 Excavate the first layer of
soil

Step 4 13 Install the second inner
support

Step 5 23 Excavate the second layer
of soil

Step 6 23 Install the third inner
support

Step 7 33 Excavate the third layer
of soil

Step 8 33 Install the fourth inner
support

Step 9 40 Excavate the fourth layer
of soil

Test Group B (30 cm) Step 1∼Step 9 Same as test group A Same as test group A

Test Group C (40 cm) Step 1∼Step 9 Same as test group A Same as test group A

FIGURE 4
Construction step diagram.
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FIGURE 5
Test groups with different foundation pit widths.

displacement in Group A decreased by 45.3%. The narrower the
pit width, the smaller the horizontal displacement of the retaining
structure, and the impact of the narrower pit width was more
significant.

3.2 Bending moment distribution
characteristics of the enclosure structure

The curvature radius of the measuring point is calculated
according to the strain difference between the inner and outer sides
of the measuring point of the retaining structure, and then the
bending moment value of the envelope structure under different
construction conditions under different experimental groups is
calculated. The top of the retaining structure is used as the origin
of the ordinate, as shown in Figure 7, and the outer tension of the
retaining structure is used as the positive value. The spline curve
is used to draw the bending moment distribution curve of the
retaining structure.

From Figures 7A–C, it can be observed that as soil is excavated
from the pit and internal support is installed, a negative bending
moment appears in the retaining structure, and both positive
and negative bending moments gradually increase. The retaining
structure is subjected to the constraint of both the soil in the
pit and the internal support. The force mode of the retaining
structure changes from the “cantilevered” mode before installing
internal support after excavation to the “concave-convex” composite
force mode. This corresponds to the deep horizontal displacement
characteristics of the retaining structure discussed in Section 3.1.
After the excavation of the third layer of soil (Step 7), the
positive bending moment of the enclosure structure reaches the
maximum value. The maximum negative bending moment of the
enclosure structure appears after the end of the excavation of the
pit (Step 9), which is different from the location of the maximum
horizontal displacement of the enclosure structure. The maximum

negative bending moment all appear near the location of the pit
bottom, which is mainly caused by the small deformation of the
enclosure structure at the pit bottom under the effect of soil
restraint.

Figure 7D shows a comparison of the bending moments
of the retaining structures for the different test groups after
excavation was completed. As can be seen from the figure, the
internal force pattern of the retaining structure was the same
for different pit widths. However, after excavation was completed
and stabilized, the maximum bending moments of the retaining
structures in groups A, B, and C were −6.03 N·m, −7.22 N·m, and
−7.96 N·m, respectively. Compared to Group C, the maximum
bending moment of the retaining structure in Group B decreased
by 9.2%, while the maximum bending moment in Group A
decreased by 24.2%. Consistent with the horizontal displacement
trend of the retaining structure, the narrower the pit width,
the smaller the maximum bending moment of the retaining
structure.

3.3 Distribution characteristics of axial
force of internal support

Based on the assumptions of linear elasticity and plane section,
the strain values (ε1, ε2) of the upper and lower measurement
points of the internal support are calculated, then the values
of the axial force F of the internal support under different
construction conditions in different experimental groups can be
written as Eq. 4,

F = (
ε1 + ε2
2
)EA (4)

Where E is the elastic modulus, A is the sectional area of the
internal support.

Taking internal support under pressure as positive, the axial
force variation curves of the internal support with construction
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FIGURE 6
Deep horizontal displacement curve of retaining structure: (A) Group A. (B) Group B. (C) Group C. (D) Deep horizontal displacement of each group in
Step 9.

steps for different experimental groups are drawn in Figures 7A–C.
From Figure 8, it can be seen that the inner support axial force
change pattern is similar under different pit width conditions.
With the construction step, there are certain fluctuations of the
first layer of internal support axial force, but the magnitude is
generally small. The second layer and the fourth layer of internal
support axial force increase slightly with the construction step,
and the increment is basically within the range of 5 N. It is worth
noting that the third layer of internal support axial force grows
more obviously with the construction step, and the increment
is up to 44 N. Combined with the deformation of the enclosure
structure (section 3.1), the internal support axial force change and
the horizontal displacement of the enclosure structure have obvious
correlation. The development of the internal support axial force is
synchronized with the development of the horizontal displacement
of the structure.

Figure 8D shows a comparison of the axial forces in the internal
support for the different test groups after excavation was completed.
It can be seen from the figure that after excavation was completed

and stabilized, the maximum axial forces in the internal support for
groupsA, B, andCwere 61.0N, 76.7N, and 84.5N, respectively, with
the maximum axial force occurring in the third layer of support.
This corresponds to the location of the maximum horizontal
displacement in Section 3.1. Compared to Group C, the maximum
axial force in the internal support in Group B decreased by 9.2%,
while the maximum axial force in Group A decreased by 27.8%.The
narrower the pit width, the smaller the maximum axial force in the
internal support, and the impact of the narrower pit width was more
significant.

3.4 Surface settlement characteristics
around the foundation pit

The displacement readings for each construction step were
recorded for the different test groups, and a spline curve was
used to plot the ground settlement with the top of the retaining
structure as the origin of the horizontal axis and negative values
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FIGURE 7
Moment curve of retaining structure: (A) Group A. (B) Group B. (C) Group C. (D) Bending moment of each retaining structure in Step 9.

indicating settlement. Figures 9A–C show the settlement curves
of the ground surface at the back of the retaining structure for
different test groups under different construction conditions. For
different test groups, the soil behind the enclosure structure showed
a “groove-type” settlement pattern, and the maximum settlement
point appeared at 14 cm from the outer edge of the enclosure
structure. The surface settlement at 40 cm from the edge of the
enclosure structure is no longer obvious. In addition, with the soil
excavation in the pit, the surface settlement gradually increased.The
soil after the enclosure structure in different test groups showed the
most significant increase in the settlement after the excavation of the
fourth layer of soil.

The maximum surface settlement after the foundation pit
excavation in different test groups was counted and plotted as
a curve, as shown in Figure 9D. It can be seen from the figure
that the smaller the width of the foundation pit, the smaller the
surface settlement value at the same measuring point. When the
foundation pit is excavated to the bottom of the pit, the maximum
surface settlement after the retaining structure of Group A, Group B
and Group C is −0.69 mm, −1.09 mm and −1.34 mm, respectively.

Compared to Group C, themaximum ground settlement behind the
retaining structure in Group B decreased by 18.7%, while in Group
A, it decreased by 48.5%. The narrower the pit width, the smaller
the maximum ground settlement behind the retaining structure,
and the weaker the impact on the surrounding environment, with a
more significant impact as the pit width decreased. It is worth noting
that the maximum settlement point of each test group occurred
near 14 cm away from the outer edge of the retaining structure, and
according to the geometric similarity ratio of 1:50, the maximum
ground settlement was estimated to occur approximately 7 m away
from the pit edge.

3.5 Soil pressure distribution
characteristics of the enclosure structure

According to the strain value of the strain-type miniature earth
pressure box arranged on the envelope structure, multiplied by the
calibration coefficient of each earth pressure box, the earth pressure
of the envelope structure under different construction conditions
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FIGURE 8
Curve of support axial force: (A) Group A. (B) Group B. (C) Group C. (D) Supporting axial force in each group in Step 9.

under different test groups is obtained. As shown in Figure 10, the
top of the envelope structure is used as the origin of the longitudinal
axis spline curve to draw the earth pressure distribution curve
outside the envelope structure.

From Figures 10A–C, it can be seen that for the foundation pit
with different widths, the change rule of the earth pressure outside
the retaining structure with the construction step is the same.When
the earth pressure outside the retaining structure is distributed at
Step 1, it is basically static earth pressure, which is close to the stable
earth pressure after filling.With the excavation, the earth pressure on
the outside of the retaining structure decreases. The earth pressure
near the top and bottom of the retaining structure (No. 501, 502,
506, and 507 earth pressure boxes) is not significantly reduced, while
the earth pressure in the middle of the retaining structure (No.
503, 504, and 505 earth pressure boxes) is significantly reduced.The
earth pressure on the outside of the retaining structure at different
parts shows a differential growth feature. This is also the same as
the characteristics of horizontal displacement and internal support
axial force of the retaining structure. The earth pressure boxes from
No. 508 to No. 510 do not change regularly due to the influence of
manual excavation.

The external earth pressure of the retaining structure outside
the completion of foundation pit excavation in different test groups
was summarized and plotted as a curve, as shown in Figure 10D.
It can be seen from the figure that the soil pressure on the
outside of the enclosure structure has the same vertical distribution
rule under different foundation pit widths, and the narrower the
foundation pit at different depths, the smaller the soil pressure on
the outside of the enclosure structure. The maximum values of soil
pressure on the outer side of the retaining structure for Groups
A, B, and C were 4.14 kPa, 5.17 kPa, and 5.81 kPa, respectively.
Compared to Group C, the maximum soil pressure on the outer
side of the retaining structure in Group B decreased by 11.0%,
while that in Group A decreased by 28.7%. The narrower the
pit, the smaller the maximum soil pressure on the outer side of
the retaining structure. The soil pressure on the outer side of the
retaining structure is the direct cause of the stress on the pit, and
the smaller the soil pressure on the outer side of the retaining
structure, the smaller the stress and deformation of the pit, the
better the stability of the pit, and the smaller the impact on the
surrounding environment. Therefore, the smaller soil pressure on
the outer side of the retaining structure in narrow pits is the
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FIGURE 9
Surface settlement curve behind the retaining structure: (A) Group A. (B) Group B. (C) Group C. (D) Surface subsidence curves of each group in Step 9.

inherent reason for the better stability of narrow pits compared
to wide pits.

4 Discussions

In this paper, through the design of a 1 g constant gravity
physical model test, the mechanical response and stability influence
law of foundation pit after layer-by-layer excavation under different
foundation pit widths are explored. 3D printing technology is
used to construct the foundation pit support structure. The setting
of fine components, such as internal support buckles, makes
excavating the foundation pit layer by layer more feasible. The
physical and mechanical properties of printed components can
meet this test’s needs, proving that 3D printing technology has
good application value in the field of foundation pit model tests.
It is worth noting that 3D printing is rich in raw materials.
In this experiment, ABS materials are uniformly selected as raw
materials. Different components, such as concrete support and steel
support, can be distinguished in subsequent experiments. Powder
metal materials can also be used to print some components to
simulate the physical and mechanical properties of different types
of components.

The test results further verify that the narrow foundation pit
has better stability, and the narrower the foundation pit, the more
significant the influence on the stability. The test reveals that the
change in the width of the foundation pit has little effect on the

mechanical response characteristics of the supporting structure,
and the position of the maximum deformation and the maximum
internal force has not changed. The influence of the width effect
of the foundation pit is directly reflected in the internal force and
deformation of the supporting structure and the change in the
value of the surface settlement. Taking the test results of Group
C as the benchmark, the percentage reduction of the test results
of Group A is about three times the percentage reduction of the
test results of Group B, and its stability has improved substantially.
It should be noted that due to the limited number of test
groups,more detailed regularity conclusions and theoretical analysis
need to be further explored. Subsequent tests can appropriately
increase the test group for support, such as setting different
working conditions of equal gradient foundation pit width or
width-depth ratio.

5 Conclusion

In this study, an elaborated foundation pit supporting structure
is constructed by 3D printing technology, and the scaled model test
of foundation pit excavation is carried out. The deformation and
stress laws of foundation pit are analyzed with the foundation pit’s
width as single variable. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) The width of foundation pit significantly affects the stress,
deformation and surface settlement of the supporting
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FIGURE 10
Earth pressure curve outside retaining structure: (A) Group A. (B) Group B. (C) Group C. (D) Deep soil pressure of each group in Step 9.

structure. Compared with the 40 cm foundation pit width, the
maximum horizontal displacement of the retaining structure
of the 16 cm and 30 cm foundation pit width is reduced
by 17.3% and 45.3% respectively. At the sanme time, the
maximum surface settlement is reduced by 18.7% and 48.5%
respectively, and the maximum earth pressure outside the
retaining structure is reduced by 11.0% and 28.7% respectively.

(2) With the excavation of foundation pit and the erection of
internal support, the retaining structure is subjected to the
constraint of the soil and the internal support in the pit. The
deformation and stress characteristics are gradually converted
from the “cantilever” pattern to the “internally convex” or
“concave-convex” composite deformation and stress pattern.
In addition, the maximum displacement of the retaining
structure appears between the third support and the bottom
of the pit. And the maximum bending moment appears near
the bottom of the pit.

(3) Taking the foundation pit’s width as the single variable, the
narrower the width of the foundation pit, the lower the earth
pressure on the outer side of the retaining structure, which
leads to the smaller deformation and stress of the foundation
pit. Additionally, the reduction in the passive zone of the pit
makes the stability of the foundation pit better, resulting in
less surface settlement and impact on surrounding buildings.
The inherent reason for the good stability of narrow pits is
the small lateral earth pressure on the outside of the support
structure.
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